The power production experts at Northern Lights know that smooth, quiet generator operation is essential. To help ensure your life on-board runs smoothly, we are proud to present a line of super attenuated sound enclosures worthy of the name Northern Lights.

Our revolutionary sound enclosure shares a base frame with the generator set, creating a compact power and sound attenuation package that reduces noise and saves valuable engine room space. For even greater attenuation, add our optional compound mounts.

Generator sets up to 30kW can be easily accessed via a simple, tough and reliable stainless steel paddle latch on the service side. The M944T3 has stainless steel paddle latches on the top, front and service sides for even greater accessibility. Interior latches allow access to non-service side areas without the aid of tools.

As appealing as the enclosure’s exterior is, the interior is where Northern Lights’ expert engineering truly comes into play. Northern Lights enclosures absorb low-, mid- and high-frequency noise. The electro-galvanized steel construction ensures long life while the protective film coating discourages scratches and blemishes.

Of course, a sound enclosure is only useful if it is practical. Northern Lights enclosures feature external fuel and oil drains for ease of connectivity. And because the enclosure is designed to share the generator sets’ base frame, set up and installation is a snap.

This revolutionary design reduces overall cubic volume by up to 28% from previous models. At Northern Lights, superior engineering and careful craftsmanship are the standard features.